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My Boyfriend Wrote a Book about Me
A groundbreaking celebration of ageless beauty, providing the ultimate
skincare and makeup guide for women in their forties and beyond from
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celebrity makeup artist Riku Campo. The first makeup guide to
celebrate and support women forty and over, I Am Beauty is Riku
Campo’s labor of love. Riku has worked with some of the most beautiful
and recognized faces in the world, like Cindy Crawford, Gwyneth
Paltrow, and Anne Hathaway. But he has always wanted to create a book
honoring those women we don’t always see on the runaways and in
magazines—women like his mother, whose beauty is everlasting. I Am
Beauty includes step-by-step tutorials, advice from skincare experts,
and Riku’s best behind-the-chair tips every woman needs to revitalize
her routine, including: Day and night skincare routines that keep you
fresh and beautiful, whether you’re in your forties, fifties, sixties,
or beyond At-home facial massages to stimulate collagen production and
optimal skin health Must-have everyday makeup tools Choosing the right
foundation for all skin tones, types, and textures Tricks for modern,
elegant eyebrows and keeping lipstick fresh all day Eyeshadow colors
and types that work best on mature skin Finding the eyeglass designs
that best complement your style and daily makeup Riku also has one-onone conversations and day-and-night makeovers with sixteen incredible
women—each with her own unique style—and shares their secrets for
finding beauty in all parts of life. Comprehensive, practical, and
inspiring, packed with more than 100 full-color photos, I Am Beauty is
the ultimate resource for women to maintain their glow and live their
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most joyful, beautiful lives.

The Beauty Detox Solution
Happiness is not about wishful thinking, good luck, or avoiding
negative thoughts. In fact, the only path to true happiness requires
seeing challenges as opportunities and discovering emotional strength
during times of struggle. In other words, it's about resilience.
Resilience is a quality most of us want to possess. The big issue is
that no one knows how to access it in their day-to-day life. We
understand that it's important, that it's crucial even, but it seems
like an ephemeral thing that you either have or you don't. How we
actually attain the skills to become resilient has been left out of
the conversation. Until now. In 21 Days to Resilience, Dr. Zelana
Montminy, a leading expert in positive psychology, offers a practical,
science-backed toolkit to develop your capacity to handle whatever
life throws your way—and thrive. Each day of her powerful program, Dr.
Montminy introduces a key trait necessary to improve resiliency and
enhance wellbeing, such as gratitude, focus, playfulness, selfrespect, and flexibility, then provides three simple tasks to
accomplish that day—one in the morning, one during the day, and one in
the evening. In addition, the book offers a "Take Stock" section that
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will help you gauge your current level of skill and each chapter ends
with a "Lifelong" exercise that offers ways to build the skill as
needed to keep your resiliency muscles strong. Dr. Montminy writes,
"Being resilient does not mean that you won't encounter problems or
have difficulties overcoming a challenge in your life. The difference
is that resilient people don't let their adversity define them. At its
core, resilience is about being capable and strong enough to persevere
in adverse or stressful conditions—and to take away positive meaning
from that experience. Living with resilience is more than just
bouncing back; it is about shifting our perceptions, changing our
responses, and growing from them." Combining proven science, unique
exercises, and insights from real-life experience, 21 Days to
Resilience lays the foundation for happiness and shows you how to
build your strength to carry you through the rest of your life.

Miss D and Me
"I have rarely met someone as vivid, as alive, as vital, vivacious,
irreverent, joyous, relevant, and needed as Iris. She breathes young
air, thinks young thoughts, and gathers no dust. I simply adore
her."--Dries van Noten A unique and lavishly illustrated collection of
musings, anecdotes, and observations on all matters of life and style,
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infused with the singular candor, wit, and exuberance of the globally
revered ninety-six-year-old fashion icon whose work has been
celebrated at the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s Costume Institute and
by countless fans worldwide. A woman who transcends time and trends,
Iris Apfel is a true original, one of the most dynamic personalities
in the worlds of fashion, textiles, and interior design. As the
cofounder with her husband, Carl Apfel, of Old World Weavers, an
international textile manufacturing company that specialized in
reproducing antique fabrics, her prestigious clientele has included
Greta Garbo, Estee Lauder, Montgomery Clift, and Joan Rivers. She also
acted as a restoration consultant and replicated fabric for the White
House over nine presidential administrations. Iris’s travels worldwide
and a passion for flea markets of all sorts inspired her work and
fueled her passion for collecting fashion and accessories. In 2005,
she was the first living person who was not a designer to have her
clothing and accessories exhibited at the Costume Institute at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, a blockbuster show that catapulted her to
fame and a career as a supermodel, muse, and collaborator for renowned
brands, from Citroen to Tag Heuer, and global gigs at Bon Marché in
Paris and the Landmark Mandarin Oriental in Hong Kong. In 2015,
acclaimed director Albert Maysles released Iris, his last film—now an
Emmy Award nominee—to a global audience. Now, this self-dubbed
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geriatric starlet, whose irrepressible authenticity, wit, candor, and
infectious energy have earned her nearly a million followers on social
media, has created an entertaining, thought-provoking, visually
arresting, and inspiring volume—her first book—that captures her
unique joie de vivre. Iris Apfel: Accidental Icon, contains an
eclectic mix of musings and 180 full-color and black-and-white photos
and illustrations—presented in the same improvisational, multifaceted
style that have made Iris a contemporary fashion icon. Astute maxims,
witty anecdotes from childhood to the present, essays on style and
various subjects, from the decline of manners to the importance of
taking risks, fill the book as do lists, both proclamatory,
revelatory, and advisory. All are paired with a bold, color-filled,
exciting design that varies from page to page. Here, too, is a
treasure trove of never-before-published personal photographs and
mementos, mixed with images from top international fashion
photographers and illustrators with enchanting, surprising novelties
such as Disney cartoons, vintage postcards, the Iris Apfel Halloween
costume for children, and more.

The Woman I Wanted to Be
In his much-anticipated memoir, The Company I Keep: My Life in Beauty,
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Chairman Emeritus and former CEO of The Estée Lauder Companies Leonard
A. Lauder shares the business and life lessons he learned as well as
the adventures he had while helping transform the mom-and-pop business
his mother founded in 1946 in the family kitchen into the beloved
brand and ultimately into the iconic global prestige beauty company it
is today. In its infancy in the 1940s and 50s, the company comprised a
handful of products, sold under a single brand in just a few
prestigious department stores across the United States. Today, The
Estée Lauder Companies constitutes one of the world’s leading
manufacturers and marketers of prestige skin care, makeup, fragrance
and hair care products. It comprises more than 25 brands, whose
products are sold in over 150 countries and territories. This growth
and success was led by Leonard A. Lauder, Estée Lauder’s oldest son,
who envisioned and effected this expansion during a remarkable 60-year
tenure, including leading the company as CEO and Chairman. In this
captivating personal account complete with great stories as only he
can tell them, Mr. Lauder, now known as The Estée Lauder Companies’
“Chief Teaching Officer,” reflects on his childhood, growing up during
the Great Depression, the vibrant decades of the post-World War II
boom, and his work growing the company into the beauty powerhouse it
is today. Mr. Lauder pays loving tribute to his mother Estée Lauder,
its eponymous founder, and to the employees of the company, both past
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and present, while sharing inside stories about the company,
tales of cutthroat rivalry with Charles Revson of Revlon and
The book offers keen insights on honing ambition, leveraging
learning from mistakes, and growing an international company
of economic turbulence, uncertainty, and fierce competition.

including
others.
success,
in an age

Girls Like Us
In her bestselling book, The Beauty Detox Solution, Kimberly
Snyder—one of Hollywood's top celebrity nutritionists and beauty
experts—shared the groundbreaking program that keeps her A-list
clientele in red-carpet shape. Now you can get the star treatment with
this guide to the top 50 beauty foods that will make you more
beautiful from the inside out. Stop wasting your money on fancy,
expensive beauty products and get real results, while spending less at
your neighborhood grocery. – Enjoy avocados and sweet potatoes for
youthful, glowing skin – Snack on pumpkin seeds for lustrous hair –
Eat bananas and celery to diminish under-eye circles With over 85
recipes that taste as good as they make you look, you can finally take
charge of your health and beauty—one delicious bite at a time.
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I Was a Dancer
April 18, 1906: A massive earthquake rocks San Francisco just before
daybreak, igniting a devouring inferno. Lives are lost, lives are
shattered, but some rise from the ashes forever changed. Sophie Whalen
is a young Irish immigrant so desperate to get out of a New York
tenement that she answers a mail-order bride ad and agrees to marry a
man she knows nothing about. San Francisco widower Martin Hocking
proves to be as aloof as he is mesmerizingly handsome. Sophie quickly
develops deep affection for Kat, Martin's silent five-year-old
daughter, but Martin's odd behavior leaves her with the uneasy feeling
that something about her newfound situation isn't right. Then one
early-spring evening, a stranger at the door sets in motion a
transforming chain of events. Sophie discovers hidden ties to two
other women. The first, pretty and pregnant, is standing on her
doorstep. The second is hundreds of miles away in the American
Southwest, grieving the loss of everything she once loved. The fates
of these three women intertwine on the eve of the devastating
earthquake, thrusting them onto a perilous journey that will test
their resiliency and resolve and, ultimately, their belief that love
can overcome fear. From the acclaimed author of The Last Year of the
War and As Bright as Heaven comes a gripping novel about the bonds of
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friendship and mother love, and the power of female solidarity.

Energy Healing for Empaths
Celebrity nutritionist and beauty expert Kimberly Snyder helps dozens
of Hollywood's A-list stars get red-carpet ready—and now you're
getting the star treatment. Kim used to struggle with coarse hair,
breakouts and stubborn belly fat, until she traveled the world,
learning age-old beauty secrets. She discovered that what you eat is
the ultimate beauty product, and she's developed a powerful program
that rids the body of toxins so you can look and feel your very best.
With just a few simple diet changes, you will:

Follow Me Under
The practical skills you need to keep your energy safe and secure! Do
you struggle with drawing and maintaining boundaries when dealing with
the people in your life? Are you highly sensitive and attuned to
other’s feelings and energy, to the point where you can’t tell where
their energy ends and yours begins? Do you have trouble protecting
yourself from “energy vampires?” If so, you’re probably an empath—and
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in need of some guidance. Fortunately, there are practical ways to
stay balanced and keep your energy safe and secure. From energy healer
and psychic trainer Lisa Campion—author of The Art of Psychic
Reiki—this healing guide will help you cultivate the energy management
skills you need to cope with energy vampires and narcissists, increase
your own vitality, and fully embrace your unique gifts. You’ll learn
all about: The three types of energy vampires and how to spot them
Basic energy management skills to keep your energy strong and robust
Practical ways to protect your time, energy, and money from an energy
vampire When to cut your losses and get away, and what to do when you
can’t Psychic self-defense—how to handle a psychic attack What to do
if you’re an energy vampire And how to diagnose a spiritual issue—not
all energy vampires are people! If you’re empathic or highly
sensitive, it’s almost second nature to put others needs before
yourself or take on the problems of the world. But what about your
happiness? Energy Healing for Empaths offers everything you need to
heal your energy and maintain healthy boundaries with others—so you
can be happy, healthy, and in control of you.

Dream Design Live
A collection of wildly inventive portraits of musician Tom Waits, the
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result of a 30-year collaboration with photographer and illustrator
Matt Mahurin This visually arresting book is a testament to the unique
collaboration, going back three decades, between the photographer and
illustrator Matt Mahurin and the musician Tom Waits. Having shot
magazine portraits, album covers, and music videos of Waits, Mahurin
was inspired to resurrect 100 dormant film negatives as a jumping off
point to explore his own surreal, poetic, and occasionally dark
vision. The images vary from traditional portraits to ones that
capture Waits in concert—but the majority are richly imagined scenes
in which Waits is more muse than musician. In addition to the diverse
images, the book includes a foreword by Waits, an essay by Mahurin on
their longtime collaboration, and 20 original paintings, drawings,
photographs, and digital images inspired by Waits’s song titles.

The Fran Lebowitz Reader
Fran Lebowitz in Public Speaking A Martin Scorsese Picture Now an HBO®
Documentary Film The Fran Lebowitz Reader brings together in one
volume, with a new preface, two bestsellers, Metropolitan Life and
Social Studies, by an "important humorist in the classic tradition"
(The New York Times Book Review) who is "the natural successor to
Dorothy Parker" (British Vogue). In "elegant, finely honed prose" (The
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Washington Post Book World), Lebowitz limns the vicissitudes of
contemporary urban life—its fads, trends, crazes, morals, and
fashions. By turns ironic, facetious, deadpan, sarcastic, wry,
wisecracking, and waggish, she is always wickedly entertaining.

All Creatures Great and Small
Norma Kamali: I Am Invincible
This cross-disciplinary exploration of the role of the sacred,
blasphemy and sacrilege in a multicultural society brings together
philosophers, theologians, lawyers, historians, curators,
anthropologists and sociologists, as well as Christian, Jewish and
Islamic and secular perspectives. In bringing together different
disciplinary and cultural approaches, the book provides a way of
broadening our conceptions of what might count as sacred, sacrilegious
and blasphemous, in moral and political terms. In addition, it
provides original research data on blasphemy, sacrilege and religious
tolerance from a range of disciplines.
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I Am Beauty
WARNING - Unless, you have superior bladder control, are close to a
lavatory or loo and can withstand a hailstorm of hilarity - use
caution when reading this book! After 27 years of marriage, all Martin
and Diane thought they needed to complete their perfect Empty-Nest
lifestyle was a "little creature bashing around the place." Hardly
could they have expected that this wildly-witty little Bengal Kitten
would turn their world upside down. Factor in an eloquently written
true-story account of their crazy life experiences, and you will find
yourself loving the Culprit - from start to finish! " I have edited
many books in my life - more than I can ever count - The Culprit
stands out as a classic to remember!" - Johanna Petronella Leigh,
Editor Chapter 3 - KINDRED SPIRIT "But as I turned and headed for
home, the bloody wind blew up again, blowing open the front of my robe
so wide that it demanded and required I immediately place Kitten in
front of my naughty bits so as to avoid having someone call the
authorities." Chapter 4 - OF FELINES & FELLOWS "Oh crap, I thought to
myself. And not wanting to spend a back- breaking night on the sofa, I
immediately made for the closet, quickly threw on my parka and boots
and with all possible dispatch exited the back doorway to help with
the rescue and recovery. However, in such a hurried hurry was I that
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halfway down the damn frozen staircase I lost my footing and went
flying, feet first, bumping, thumping, slipping and dumping down to
the very bottom on my backsi

Legendary Artists and the Clothes They Wore
One of the most influential, admired, and colorful women of our time:
fashion designer and philanthropist Diane von Furstenberg tells the
most personal stories from her life, about family, love, beauty and
business: “It’s so good, you’ll want to take notes” (People). Diane
von Furstenberg started with a suitcase full of jersey dresses and an
idea of who she wanted to be—in her words, “the kind of woman who is
independent and who doesn’t rely on a man to pay her bills.” She has
since become that woman, establishing herself as a major force in the
fashion industry, all the while raising a family, maintaining that “my
children are my greatest creation.” In The Woman I Wanted to Be, “an
intriguing page-turner filled with revelations” (More), von
Furstenberg reflects on her extraordinary life—from her childhood in
Brussels to her days as a young, jet-set princess, to creating the
dress that came to symbolize independence and power for generations of
women. With remarkable honesty and wisdom, von Furstenberg mines the
rich territory of what it means to be a woman. She opens up about her
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family and career, overcoming cancer, building a global brand, and
devoting herself to empowering other women. This “inspiring,
compelling, deliciously detailed celebrity autobiography…is as much of
a smashing success as the determined, savvy, well-intentioned woman
who wrote it” (Chicago Tribune).

I Love to Hate Fashion
A former writer for the Emmy Award-winning My Name is Earl shares her
misadventures in dating, describing how when she finally got her life
in order, her ex-boyfriend wrote a cruel novel based on their
relationship in which he depicted her as overweight and inferior.

Tom Waits by Matt Mahurin
Intimate pictures of the top artists in rap music from one of the most
influential and culturally relevant photographers of his generation
Despite only being 26 years old, photographer Gunner Stahl has
captured shots of some of the world's most famous rappers including
Drake, Migos, Kayne West, A$sap Rocky, Childish Gambino, Gucci Mane,
Post Malone, Migos, and many others. He started by capturing the
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burgeoning hip-hop scene in Atlanta with an undeniable raw energy that
has led to professional opportunities with magazines like Vogue, Fader
and Highsnobiety as well as brands like Google, Red Bull, Moncler,
Adidas, Stella McCartney, PUMA, and Kylie Jenner's Thick clothing
collection. In Portraits, he will publish unseen images of rap's most
famous artists along with written contributions from rapper Swae Lee
and photographer Chi Modu.

The Company I Keep
A hilarious chronicle of life behind the runway, beautifully depicted
by fashion's top illustrators, with comments by Paris's most snarky
critique, Lo c Prigent. For years, French journalist and documentarian
Lo c Prigent has been tweeting the funny interactions, cruel
criticisms, and absurd exclamations overheard during Fashion Week. Now
available for the first time in English, Prigent's snarky statements
on fashion mixed with absurdist poetry have been celebrated by
thousands of fans. For the first time, discover the backstage world of
the models, designers, and rich clients hilariously overheard and
written about as 100 funny quotes accompanied with illustrations by 10
of the world's top fashion illustrators--including Eric Giriat, Gi
Miyao, Cassandre Montoriol, Margot Mace, Carmen Garc a Huerta, Sandra
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Suy, and Mia Marie Overgaard--who have drawn for iconic fashion houses
and brands including Chanel, LVMH, Guerlain, Le Bon March , and
Missoni. A true sneak-peek into the world of fashion we love to hate

I Am Woman, I Am Invincible, I Am Tired
In Dream Design Live, decorator Paloma Contreras goes beyond interior
design to show readers how to inhabit their homes in fulfilling and
beautiful ways. Divided into three sections, this hardworking book
proves that the most appealing interiors are also the most personal
ones. Contreras takes readers through the design process and
encourages them to seek inspiration from the approach that works best
for them. From thinking creatively to improve both your home and your
life, to showing you how to turn your dreams into realities, the
author reveals how you can take the welcoming space you’ve just
created and spend meaningful time there pursuing the activities you
love. With stunning photography and accessible-yet-elegant tips, Dream
Design Live fuses interior decorating advice with lifestyle
recommendations and demonstrates how living a happy and satisfying
life starts at home.
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The Lagom Life
An affecting memoir from the country’s youngest sommelier, tracing her
path through the glamorous but famously toxic restaurant world At just
twenty-one, the age when most people are starting to drink (well,
legally at least), Victoria James became the country’s youngest
sommelier at a Michelin-starred restaurant. Even as Victoria was
selling bottles worth hundreds and thousands of dollars during the
day, passing sommelier certification exams with flying colors, and
receiving distinction from all kinds of press, there were still
groping patrons, bosses who abused their role and status, and a trip
to the hospital emergency room. It would take hitting bottom at a new
restaurant and restorative trips to the vineyards where she could feel
closest to the wine she loved for Victoria to re-emerge, clear-eyed
and passionate, and a proud leader of her own Michelin-starred
restaurant. Exhilarating and inspiring, Wine Girl is the memoir of a
young woman breaking free from an abusive and traumatic childhood on
her own terms; an ethnography of the glittering, high-octane, but
notoriously corrosive restaurant industry; and above all, a love
letter to the restorative and life-changing effects of good wine and
good hospitality.
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The Nature of Fragile Things
An intimate and unï¬‚inching memoir exploring Mia Kang’s journey from
self-loathing to self-love Mia Kang is many things: a sought-after
model, an immigrant, an eating disorder survivor, and a Muay Thai
ï¬?ghter. Her ï¬?rst book, Knockout, is the story of how she eschewed
normative body standards and learned to use martial arts to redeï¬?ne
her sense of self-worth. In a charming, ï¬?erce, and intimate voice,
Kang invites readers into her world. She once lived and died by her
weight, but she is now deï¬?ned by her conï¬?dence in being a woman
who lives outside the mold of what we’re taught is “feminine.” After
dealing with bullying, addiction, body dysmorphia, anxiety,
depression, and even suicidal thoughts, Mia acknowledges that she is
lucky to still be alive to tell readers what she’s learned: to not let
anyone else dictate who you are supposed to be.

The Girl from the Channel Islands
Whether it’s Cecil Beaton’s flamboyant, classically tailored suits,
Frida Kahlo’s love of bright color, or Cindy Sherman’s penchant for
minimalism, an artist’s attire often reflects the creative and
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spiritual essence of his or her work. In Legendary Artists and the
Clothes They Wore, fashion authority Terry Newman presents more than
forty fully illustrated profiles of masters whose enduring art bears
an idiosyncratic stamp—and whose unique way of dress does the same
through a signature look, hairstyle, or accessory—and explores the
relationship between the two in detail. In that context, this colorful
volume also examines the nonlinear sensibility that has always been
the name of the game in what is considered modern style. It examines
the dialogue between art and fashion as well as noteworthy artist and
designer relationships, such as Yves Saint Laurent’s Mondrian
Collection, primary-colored shift dresses inspired by the painter’s
work, and Louis Vuitton’s numerous groundbreaking collaborations with
major artists, a concept initiated by designer Marc Jacobs that not
only has launched some of the fashion industry’s most successful bags,
made the art of contemporary masters available to the world at large,
and been copied widely ever since. Numerous compelling
features—anecdotes about the artists and their work; portraits of the
artists in their studios; archival photographs; select pairings of
fine art and runway imagery; quotations by artists, art critics, and
designers—make this a rich, engaging study for fashion and art lovers
alike.
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Iris Apfel
Wit and wisdom from the innovative, influential, and empowering
wellness guru and designer Norma Kamali In her first book, fashion
legend Norma Kamali o?ers readers a stylish, inspiring, and heartfelt
handbook for gliding boldly through each of life's decades with
purpose and power. Manifesto, memoir, and essential guide, its pages
are informed by 50 years of Kamali's twists, turns, triumphs, and
failures experienced while ?nding the courage and conviction to race
after her dreams and never look back. At 75, Kamali looks--and
acts--nearly half her age. The secret, she writes, is learning to age
with power: Embracing a healthy lifestyle and looking forward to every
milestone and the changes they bring, with the realization that
reaching one's potential has no date. With wisdom and wit, Kamali
imparts her lessons on authentic beauty, timeless style, careerbuilding, ?tness, and health through personal stories, worldly
insight, and actionable advice designed to help women of every age
create their happiest, healthiest, most successful and fulfilling
lives.

This Is How You Say Goodbye
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A colorful and intimate portrait of three of the twentieth century's
most important musical artists offers a female perspective on coming
of age during the 1960s as viewed through the lives and careers of
Carole King, Joni Mitchell, and Carly Simon, capturing the three
women's diverse backgrounds, their individual personalities, and their
seminal contribution to modern music. 125,000 first printing.

Wine Girl
Wit and wisdom from the innovative, influential, and empowering
wellness guru and designer Norma Kamali In her first book, fashion
legend Norma Kamali offers readers a stylish, inspiring, and heartfelt
handbook for gliding boldly through each of life’s decades with
purpose and power. Manifesto, memoir, and essential guide, its pages
are informed by 50 years of Kamali’s twists, turns, triumphs, and
failures experienced while ï¬?nding the courage and conviction to race
after her dreams and never look back. At 75, Kamali looks—and
acts—nearly half her age. The secret, she writes, is learning to age
with power: Embracing a healthy lifestyle and looking forward to every
milestone and the changes they bring, with the realization that
reaching one’s potential has no date. With wisdom and wit, Kamali
imparts her lessons on authentic beauty, timeless style, careerPage 23/42
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building, ï¬?tness, and health through personal stories, worldly
insight, and actionable advice designed to help women of every age
create their happiest, healthiest, most successful and fulfilling
lives.

Negotiating the Sacred
For ten years Kathryn Sermak was at Bette Davis's side--first as an
employee, and then as her closest friend--and in Miss D and Me she
tells the story of the great star's harrowing but inspiring final
years, a story fans have been waiting decades to hear. Miss D and Me
is a story of two powerful women, one at the end of her life and the
other at the beginning. As Bette Davis aged she was looking for an
assistant, but she found something more than that in Kathryn: a loyal
and loving buddy, a co-conspirator in her jokes and schemes, and a
competent assistant whom she trained never to miss a detail. But Miss
D had strict rules for Kathryn about everything from how to eat a
salad to how to wear her haireven the spelling of Kathryn's name was
changed (adding the "y") per Miss D's request. Throughout their time
together, the two grew incredibly close, and Kathryn had a front-row
seat to the larger-than-life Davis's career renaissance in her later
years, as well as to the humiliating public betrayal that nearly
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killed Miss D. The frame of this story is a four-day road trip Kathryn
and Davis took from Biarritz to Paris, during which they disentangled
their ferocious dependency. Miss D and Me is a window into the world
of the unique and formidable Bette Davis, told by the person who
perhaps knew her best of all.

Facing East
This book provides an honest assessment of the contemporary
relationship between Western and Islamic cultures and puts forth the
cross-cultural idea of tolerance as one invaluable approach for
affecting peaceful coexistence.

Remodelista: The Organized Home
In Facing East, Dr. Jingduan Yang, a fifth-generation practitioner of
Chinese medicine and a respected authority in integrative medicine,
joins forces with style icon and wellness advocate Norma Kamali to
reveal the ancient healing secrets, adapted for the modern age, that
will help preserve, maintain, and restore vitality, health, and beauty
in all its forms. Style icon Norma Kamali, having felt deeply and
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noticeably rested and rejuvenated by Dr. Jingduan Yang’s unique
acupuncture treatments, encouraged her remarkable physician to share
his mastery of both traditional Chinese and Modern medicines with the
world. The result is Facing East, a book filled with practical day-today health, beauty, wellness and lifestyle practices that can
radically enhance the way you look, feel, and interact with everything
and everyone around you! Drawing from 2,500 years of wisdom adapted to
today’s lifestyles, Facing East teaches you how to restore your qi—the
vital energy at the root of every function in the human body—to become
both internally healthy and externally radiant. Inside you’ll
discover: • The ways each of the primary emotions—joy, sadness, anger,
fear and worry—impact a different organ and, in turn, how the health
of that organ can influence emotion • Tips to help revitalize the
hair, skin, eyes, lips, teeth and nails • Self-assessments to help
determine your unique general energy constitution • Personal
checklists for preventative care • A year-round Wellness Plan
including advice on sleep, sex, exercise, and nutrition . . . and much
more! By exploring the mind-body-spirit connection from a truly
integrative perspective, Facing East helps you maintain wellness in
every aspect of your life.

A Unicorn in a World of Donkeys
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A candid and insightful look at an era and a life through the eyes of
one of the most remarkable Americans of the twentieth century, First
Lady and humanitarian Eleanor Roosevelt. The daughter of one of New
York’s most influential families, niece of Theodore Roosevelt, and
wife of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Eleanor Roosevelt
witnessed some of the most remarkable decades in modern history, as
America transitioned from the Gilded Age, the Progressive Era, and the
Depression to World War II and the Cold War. A champion of the
downtrodden, Eleanor drew on her experience and used her role as First
Lady to help those in need. Intimately involved in her husband’s
political life, from the governorship of New York to the White House,
Eleanor would eventually become a powerful force of her own, heading
women’s organizations and youth movements, and battling for consumer
rights, civil rights, and improved housing. In the years after FDR’s
death, this inspiring, controversial, and outspoken leader would
become a U.N. Delegate, chairman of the Commission on Human Rights, a
newspaper columnist, Democratic party activist, world-traveler, and
diplomat devoted to the ideas of liberty and human rights. This single
volume biography brings her into focus through her own words,
illuminating the vanished world she grew up, her life with her
political husband, and the post-war years when she worked to broaden
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cooperation and understanding at home and abroad. The Autobiography of
Eleanor Roosevelt includes 16 pages of black-and-white photos.

Gunner Stahl's Portraits
A razor-sharp memoir in which a young woman travels to Cambodia,
Stockholm, and Paris to overcome the legacy of her difficult and
charismatic father When Victoria Loustalot was eight years old her
father swept her up in a fantasy: a trip around the world. It was a
grandiose plan and she had fallen for it. But it had never been so
much as a possibility. Victoria's father was sick. He was HIV positive
and soon to fall prey to AIDS. Three years later he would be gone.
When Victoria realized that the grand trip with her father wasn't
going to happen, she was devastated. Her mother assumed she'd get over
it, that eventually it would become just a shrug. But it didn't. In
the years to come, Victoria wondered what it would have been like to
have been alone with her dad all those months, to see him outside of
his sickness, beyond anything related to their family or their life.
To have been with him in a new context. That's what she wanted. And
that's what she did. Some fifteen years after that initial promise,
Victoria went to Stockholm, to Angkor Wat, and to Paris. She went to
the places they were meant to see together, and she went to make peace
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with her father, too. Because while he'd always be forty-four, she'd
gone on accumulating birthdays. Every year, her understanding of him
continued to evolve and their relationship was still alive. Victoria
Loustalot felt trapped beneath all of the unanswered questions he left
behind. She needed to be set free. She needed to say goodbye.

The Listening Path
A 6-week Artist’s Way Program from legendary author Julia Cameron A
Washington Post and Publisher's Weekly Bestseller "Cameron's fans will
love this"—Publishers Weekly The newest book from beloved author Julia
Cameron, The Listening Path is a transformational journey to deeper,
more profound listening and creativity. Over six weeks, readers will
be given the tools to become better listeners—to their environment,
the people around them, and themselves. The reward for learning to
truly listen is immense. As we learn to listen, our attention is
heightened and we gain healing, insight, clarity. But above all,
listening creates connections and ignites a creativity that will
resonate through every aspect of our lives. Julia Cameron is the
author of the explosively successful book The Artist’s Way, which has
transformed the creative lives of millions of readers since it was
first published. Incorporating tools from The Artist’s Way, The
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Listening Path offers a new method of creative and personal
transformation. Each week, readers will be challenged to expand their
ability to listen in a new way, beginning by listening to their
environment and culminating in learning to listen to silence. These
weekly practices open up a new world of connection and fulfillment. In
a culture of bustle and constant sound, The Listening Path is a deeply
necessary reminder of the power of truly hearing.

One Last Lunch
“Flowers represent a branch of plant medicine that is specifically
concerned with our consciousness and evolution. To connect with their
essence catalyzes the blossoming of our own healing and spiritual
journeys.” —Heidi Smith From lavender’s ability to soothe frazzled
nerves to rose’s charms in healing the heart, flowers don’t just
delight the senses—they have a secret history as doorways to
transformation. With The Bloom Book, Heidi Smith offers a holistic and
comprehensive guide for working with flower essences—the vibrational
signatures of our botanical allies—to bring about healing, awakening,
and deep change. A psychosomatic therapist, flower essence
practitioner, registered herbalist, and long-time student of ancient
wisdom traditions, Smith seamlessly integrates the healing power of
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flower essences with vibrational medicine and the rise of the divine
feminine. The result is a cosmic doctrine of healing that empowers
readers to align with their highest selves and help to bring about
planetary transformation. Highlights include: An intuitive approach to
working with flower essences for balance and optimal health Detailed
instructions for making, selecting, and formulating flower essences
Rituals, recipes, and case studies for protection, grounding,
dreamwork, grief, love, and more Complementary applications of
vibrational healing—including breath work, moon cycles, colors,
chakras, and sacred symbols Working with trauma and systemic
oppression—how flower essences can support multi-generational,
intersectional healing Reconnecting with nature, the divine feminine,
and your true self through the healing power of flowers Filled with
gorgeous illustrations by artist Chelsea Granger, The Bloom Book is
both an information-rich resource and interactive guidebook for anyone
who wants to awaken their most vibrant, balanced, and empowered self
through the healing power of flower essences.

The Beauty Detox Foods
In this heartwarming collection edited by Joseph Heller's daughter,
dozens of contributors imagine one last lunch with someone they
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cherished A few years ago, Erica Heller realized how universal the
longing is for one more moment with a lost loved one. It could be a
parent, a sibling, a mentor, or a friend, but who wouldn’t love the
opportunity to sit down, break bread, and just talk? Who wouldn’t jump
at the chance to ask those unasked questions, or share those unvoiced
feelings? In One Last Lunch, Heller, an acclaimed memoirist herself,
has asked friends and family of authors, artists, musicians,
comedians, actors, and others, to recount one such fantastic repast.
Muffie Meyer and her documentary subject Little Edie Beale go to a
deli in Montreal. Kirk Douglas asks his father what he thought of him
becoming an actor. Sara Moulton dines with her friend Julia Child. The
Anglican priest George Pitcher has lunch with Jesus. These richly
imagined stories are endlessly revealing, about the subject, the
writer, the passage of time, regret, gratitude, and the power of
enduring love.

Handbook on Aging
Everyday life may be rife with challenges for the modern woman, but
she prevails with her hip humor and sassy sentiments. We may be
invincible, but we are also tired; we may be quirky and stressed, but
we also know how to live and love large, with attitude. Here is a book
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that celebrates you in all your outrageous glory.

Islam, the West, and Tolerance
“Who am I? I’m a man; an American, a father, a teacher, but most of
all, I am a person who knows how the arts can change lives, because
they transformed mine. I was a dancer.” In this rich, expansive,
spirited memoir, Jacques d’Amboise, one of America’s most celebrated
classical dancers, and former principal dancer with the New York City
Ballet for more than three decades, tells the extraordinary story of
his life in dance, and of America’s most renowned and admired dance
companies. He writes of his classical studies beginning at the age of
eight at The School of American Ballet. At twelve he was asked to
perform with Ballet Society; three years later he joined the New York
City Ballet and made his European debut at London’s Covent Garden. As
George Balanchine’s protégé, d’Amboise had more works choreographed on
him by “the supreme Ballet Master” than any other dancer, among them
Tchaikovsky Pas de Deux; Episodes; A Midsummer’s Night’s Dream;
Jewels; Raymonda Variations. He writes of his boyhood—born Joseph
Ahearn—in Dedham, Massachusetts; his mother (“the Boss”) moving the
family to New York City’s Washington Heights; dragging her son and
daughter to ballet class (paying the teacher $7.50 from hats she made
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and sold on street corners, and with chickens she cooked stuffed with
chestnuts); his mother changing the family name from Ahearn to her
maiden name, d’Amboise (“It’s aristocratic. It has the ‘d’ apostrophe.
It sounds better for the ballet, and it’s a better name”). We see him.
a neighborhood tough, in Catholic schools being taught by the nuns; on
the streets, fighting with neighborhood gangs, and taking ten classes
a week at the School of American Ballet . . . being taught
professional class by Balanchine and by other teachers of great
legend: Anatole Oboukhoff, premier danseur of the Maryinsky; and
Pierre Vladimiroff, Pavlova’s partner. D’Amboise writes about
Balanchine’s succession of ballerina muses who inspired him to nearobsessive passion and led him to create extraordinary ballets, dancers
with whom d’Amboise partnered—Maria Tallchief; Tanaquil LeClercq, a
stick-skinny teenager who blossomed into an exquisite, witty,
sophisticated “angel” with her “long limbs and dramatic, mysterious
elegance . . .”; the iridescent Allegra Kent; Melissa Hayden; Suzanne
Farrell, who Balanchine called his “alabaster princess,” her every
fiber, every movement imbued with passion and energy; Kay Mazzo; Kyra
Nichols (“She’s perfect,” Balanchine said. “Uncomplicated—like fresh
water”); and Karin von Aroldingen, to whom Balanchine left most of his
ballets. D’Amboise writes about dancing with and courting one of the
company’s members, who became his wife for fifty-three years, and the
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four children they had . . . On going to Hollywood to make Seven
Brides for Seven Brothers and being offered a long-term contract at
MGM (“If you’re not careful,” Balanchine warned, “you will have sold
your soul for seven years”) . . . On Jerome Robbins (“Jerry could be
charming and complimentary, and then, five minutes later, attack, and
crush your spirit—all to see how it would influence the dance
movements”). D’Amboise writes of the moment when he realizes his
dancing career is over and he begins a new life and new dream teaching
children all over the world about the arts through the magic of dance.
A riveting, magical book, as transformative as dancing itself.

21 Days to Resilience
She gave him control in the bedroom. But is she losing control of her
identity? Dating Boston’s billionaire bachelor has opened up a new
world for Skye Manning. Opportunities are suddenly everywhere, her new
career is flourishing, and she experiences luxury she’s only seen in
the pages of magazines. So why does she feel like she’s losing
herself? Braden Black never meant to fall for Skye, and he still tries
to resist a relationship he knows he’s not wired for. But not only has
Skye awoken something inside him—he’s stirring something dark and
forbidden inside his Cinderella. Something even he can’t control The
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Follow Me series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1
Follow Me Darkly Book #2 Follow Me Under

Knockout
Buy fewer (and better) things. Store like with like. Get rid of the
plastic. Display—don’t stash—your belongings. Let go of your inner
perfectionist and remember that rooms are for living. These are a few
of the central principles behind Remodelista: The Organized Home, the
new book from the team behind the inspirational design site
Remodelista.com. Whether you’re a minimalist or someone who takes
pleasure in her collections, we all yearn for an unencumbered life in
a home that makes us happy. This compact tome shows us how, with more
than 100 simple and stylish tips, each clearly presented and
accompanied by full-color photographs that are sure to inspire.
Readers will learn strategies for conquering their homes’ problem
zones (from the medicine cabinet to the bedroom closet) and organizing
tricks and tools that can be deployed in every room (embrace trays;
hunt for unused spaces overhead; decant everything). Interviews with
experts, ranging from kindergarten teachers to hoteliers, offer even
more ingenious ideas to steal. It all adds up to the ultimate home
organizing manual.
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The Bloom Book
The Culprit
An empowerment manifesto for creatives, misfits, innovators, and
disruptors from the star of So You Think You Can Dance and creator of
Broadway's Finding Neverland A Unicorn in a World of Donkeys offers a
playbook for living a creative and authentic life. Using her own story
as a launching spot, and creative quizzes, charts, and lists to engage
the reader in an interactive journey, Mia Michaels explores the
experience of the unicorn in a world of donkeys, a world where fitting
in, pleasing others, following rules, and maintaining norms-no matter
how messed up those norms are-is the only acceptable path. She
acknowledges the struggles of the unicorn life-loneliness, ridicule,
being misunderstood and undervalued-and goes on encourage readers to
reframe the unicorn life the way she has, as essential to a life of
brilliance.

The Autobiography of Eleanor Roosevelt
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Discover lagom—the Swedish idea of balance, harmony, beauty, and
sufficency. Our love affair with all things Scandinavian shows no
signs of letting up. Having embraced the Danish concept of hygge,
we’re now looking to Sweden and one of their essential philosophies,
lagom. It’s best described as “not too much, not too little; just the
right amount,” which, in practice, is balance—and isn’t that what
we’re all looking for? In this delightful little pocket book,
Elisabeth Carlsson, a Swede who has been living in the UK for many
years, lets us in on the secrets of the enviable Swedish lifestyle and
shows us how we can all be a little more lagom. She explains what
lagom means to the Swedish and then explores how it can relate to all
areas of our life: from our separation of work and home through
managing our time, to how we eat, never depriving ourselves but not
overindulging and avoiding waste; from discovering what makes a home
more lagom in style and function, to how we sustainably take care of
that home; from appreciating and looking after our body with moderate
exercise and care, to our approach to life as a whole, and realising
that what’s good for the world can also be good for us, too. Filled
with advice and ideas, this thoughtful guide provides the key to a
lagom way of living—healthy, harmonious, and happy.

Norma Kamali: I Am Invincible
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The classic multimillion copy bestseller Delve into the magical,
unforgettable world of James Herriot, the world's most beloved
veterinarian, and his menagerie of heartwarming, funny, and tragic
animal patients. For over forty years, generations of readers have
thrilled to Herriot's marvelous tales, deep love of life, and
extraordinary storytelling abilities. For decades, Herriot roamed the
remote, beautiful Yorkshire Dales, treating every patient that came
his way from smallest to largest, and observing animals and humans
alike with his keen, loving eye. In All Creatures Great and Small, we
meet the young Herriot as he takes up his calling and discovers that
the realities of veterinary practice in rural Yorkshire are very
different from the sterile setting of veterinary school. Some visits
are heart-wrenchingly difficult, such as one to an old man in the
village whose very ill dog is his only friend and companion, some are
lighthearted and fun, such as Herriot's periodic visits to the overfed
and pampered Pekinese Tricki Woo who throws parties and has his own
stationery, and yet others are inspirational and enlightening, such as
Herriot's recollections of poor farmers who will scrape their meager
earnings together to be able to get proper care for their working
animals. From seeing to his patients in the depths of winter on the
remotest homesteads to dealing with uncooperative owners and
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critically ill animals, Herriot discovers the wondrous variety and
never-ending challenges of veterinary practice as his humor,
compassion, and love of the animal world shine forth. James Herriot's
memoirs have sold 80 million copies worldwide, and continue to delight
and entertain readers of all ages.
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